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Focal Area(s)
Fusing learning from Earth observations from space and from the ground (e.g., ARM) with newly developed interpretable and generalizable physics-informed model structures to improve the parameterization of clouds and convection and advance the simulation, understanding and analysis of hydrological extreme events. This covers the prescribed foci of (2) predictive modeling using a hierarchy of models and (3) insight gleaned from complex data.

Science Challenge
Hydrological extreme events are the natural hazards causing the largest losses of property and life. Physical theory and accumulating empirical evidence show that the intensity of extreme precipitation increases in a warming climate (e.g., O’Gorman & Schneider 2009, Donat et al. 2016). Yet predictions of precisely how much more intense precipitation will become, and how this translates into local impacts such as urban flooding, have remained stubbornly uncertain (Srivastava et al. 2020; Wehner et al., 2021). Key uncertainties can be traced to longstanding biases in the representation of turbulence, convection, and clouds in climate models. Breakthroughs in this area are now within reach thanks to advances in data science and computing, potentially fused with new physics-informed model structures to achieve a new level of accuracy in modeling precipitation and related hydrological extremes.

While the potential to exploit data-driven methods is real and clear, there are two key challenges in using them in climate modeling: (1) we have to predict a climate we have not seen, for which there is no observed analog; (2) while we live in an era of big scientific data—we receive on the order of a terabyte of Earth data from space every day—this is not nearly large enough to constrain the myriad degrees of freedom of the climate system by data-driven methods alone. For example, atmospheric turbulence alone has on the order $10^{27}$ degrees of freedom. Thus, we need generalizable and interpretable physical models to restrict the learning from data to a subspace consistent with fundamental physics.

To advance the science and modeling of precipitation and hydrological extremes, we propose a three-legged research program that (1) advances interpretable physical model structures of turbulence, cloud, and convection parameterizations, (2) learns about unknown closure functions in these model structures from both observational data and data generated computationally in high-resolution simulations, and (3) advances understanding of precipitation and hydrological extremes through analysis.
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of the data-informed models obtained under (1) and (2). An outcome will be climate models that are informed by data and high-resolution simulations, yet are computationally efficient and remain viable vehicles for scientific investigation.

Rationale

Earth observations have been used to tune individual parameterizations, but the data volume used has been limited, and data are typically not employed to directly learn about the complex physical relationships that underlie parameterizations. Although it is commonly said that available data are not directly informative about small-scale processes represented by parameterizations (e.g., we have little data about turbulence in clouds), such arguments do not account for the fact that differences in how small-scale processes are represented in climate models have clear and measurable impacts on macro-scale climate and weather data. Hence, available climate and weather data are informative about small-scale processes. However, the inverse problem of learning about uncertain small-scale processes from available climate and weather data is ill-posed: multiple micro-scale processes can give rise to the same macro-scale observations. Because of the data-hungry nature of machine learning methods—namely, their success relies in large part on overparameterization—the problem is not well suited for unconstrained machine learning from observational data. Nonetheless, paired with prior information from model structures derived from the known equations of motions, methods of machine learning and data assimilation have the potential to be revolutionary in this area.

Narrative

We propose to pursue new theoretical approaches that coarse-grain the equations of motion, with clear controls on errors made in approximations, together with data science tools to learn about both systematic errors made in the coarse graining and about unknown closure functions. This dual approach avoids the potential pitfalls of both, entirely data-driven learning and overreliance on potentially misspecified physical models. We propose to pursue numerous innovative approaches. For example:

- We will exploit new algorithms for Bayesian learning, which accelerate traditional algorithms 1,000x by combining ensemble Kalman inversion with machine-learning emulators of computationally expensive climate models (e.g., Cleary et al. 2021, Dunbar et al. 2021).
- We will use tools such as learning from a dictionary of differential equation terms (Rudy et al. 2017, Zanna and Bolton 2020, Udrescu & Tegmark 2020) or direct learning of mappings in function spaces (“neural PDEs”, Li et al. 2020) for data-driven discovery of unknown closure functions in parameterizations.
- We will use machine learning tools such as Gaussian process regression (Kennedy & O’Hagan 2001) and sparse learning approaches that incorporate stochastic noise (Schneider et al. 2021) to model systematic model errors in the places where the error actually occurs (e.g., within the...

We will use these data-driven approaches alongside new approaches for deriving the physical structure of parameterizations by systematic coarse graining (e.g., Cohen et al. 2020, Lopez-Gomez et al. 2020), including approaches such as the Mori-Zwanzig formalism that lead to stochastic closure models with memory terms (Palmer 2005, Lucarini et al. 2014, Wouters et al. 2016).

Put simply, we propose to harness observational data massively with machine learning and data assimilation tools to inform physics-based parameterizations of key processes in Earth’s hydrological cycle (and associated surrogate models). This will allow us to obtain parameterizations that are interpretable and generalizable, thus remaining scientifically analysable, while at the same time leading to what may be a step change in their predictive capabilities. In particular, we expect that the imposition of physical constraints will enable deeper understanding of the internal structure of such systems, and thus advance our understanding of the upstream drivers of precipitation and hydrologic extremes. By training parameterizations within a climate model directly on climate statistics relevant for predictions of hydrological extremes, we expect such models to have reduced biases and uncertainties in both predicted mean and extreme fields. For example, the moments and higher-order statistics of pointwise precipitation are generally known to a high level of accuracy in observations, and they are of significant socioeconomic importance. By training a model directly on such precipitation statistics—including higher-order statistics such as the frequency with which high daily precipitation thresholds are exceeded, as prototyped in Dunbar et al. (2021)—we expect to arrive at parameterizations that capture precipitation statistics better than existing models. The resulting parameterizations can then be used directly and interchangeably in large-scale general circulation models. We expect such models to be publicly available via standard open source channels.

The models will be designed to leverage all available observational data, from reanalysis data from weather forecasting centers, direct satellite observations of clouds from platforms such as CloudSAT and CALIPSO, to in-situ observations, e.g., from ARM research facilities. The full range of available data types has not been brought to bear on the parameterization problems that are the crux for improving models and analyses of the hydrological cycle. We expect breakthroughs from harnessing orders of magnitude more data than have been used in climate modeling before.

To exploit the wealth of observational data, it is necessary to learn about parameterizations as they are embedded in a climate model, to translate small-scale processes into observable macro-scale phenomena. This can be done within the Energy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM), or within other models, such as that under development at the Climate Modelling Alliance. In either case, the outcome will be parameterizations that can be embedded in any number of climate models. We will target atmospheric model resolutions in the range of 50-100 km—a range of resolutions within which running climate models is computationally efficient, so that they can be used as tools for scientific investigation, much like climate models such as CESM have been used for decades.
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